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Method to Automatically Extract Humans from Portrait Images 
Abstract 
Image segmentation is extensively used in most industries. It may be used for object 
tracking in automobile assembly lines, highlighting internal organs separately in medical 
images, segmenting people for tracking in surveillance camera footage, among others. 
One application that stands out is the ability to remove background from portrait images 
for various purposes, i.e. id document portrait photographs. The solution proposed in this 
invention focuses in providing a standalone process of fully automatic human 
segmentation that takes input RGB portrait image and generates an output image with 
human separated from the background.    
Description 
This section will describe the complete human segmentation process from a given 
input image, as illustrated in Figure 1.  
 
Figure 1. Pipeline of the proposed segmentation.  
The process starts with preprocessing the input image before passing it through 
the deep neural network for the first segmentation step. The preprocessing step consists 
of resizing the input image to a fixed size of 224 x 224 and normalizing the data. The 
following step is to pass the input image through the trained neural network to get an 
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inferred resulting image, also called predicted mask. This image keeps the same size as 
the previous step, but in softmax format, in which each pixel represents a probability of it 
belonging to the desired object. Figure 2 illustrates the mask prediction generation step.  
  
Figure 2. Result of the Softmax predicted mask.  
After retrieving the predicted mask, two subprocesses follow according to user 
needs. The first one is to resize the image to its original size, applying a low pass filter to 
the predicted mask and blending with the input image by multiplying them with each other 
to generate a final image with no background. The second process consists of rounding 
the probability output tensor so that it becomes a binary image. Then the result passes 
through a second segmentation step called Matting, to further improve object border 
precision. To choose between both processes, the user must consider a trade-off of 
processing time and result accuracy. In some images the Matting route will provide a 
more refined result, but it will take longer. Figure 3 shows the difference between the 
softmax image and the rounded version.  
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Figure 3. Result of the softmax image before and after rounding the border.  
The Matting algorithm has three steps: trimap generation, alpha channel 
estimation, and foreground estimation. The trimap is an image that consists of an image 
with three possible values: background (black), unknown (gray), and foreground (white). 
According to our experiments, the trimap image has a high correlation with a better 
segmentation quality. Thus, this step greatly influences the result, and generating the 
trimap is one of the innovations proposed in this solution. To choose which process to 
use, the user must mainly ponder input image resolution, since the Matting algorithm 
speed is inversely proportional to image size.   
To train the model, a dataset composed of over 30,000 images, was used. It 
contains portrait images of people of various races and ethnicities in diverse scenarios. 
Further, it presents the alpha channel of these images as the ground truth segmentation.  
To evaluate the performance of the trained model, a comparison metric is used to 
measure the similarities between the segmented image and the original ground truth 
image. This metric used is the Intersection Over Union (IOU). To determine the IOU, it is 
necessary to compute the overlapping area (intersection) of both the predicted image 
mask and the ground truth image and divide it by the summed area (union) of both 
segmented regions. This computation is illustrated in Figure 4.  
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Figure 4. Illustration of the Intersection Over Union metric. 
To assess the quality of the proposed process, 20% of the training data was 
used to test the model. The model presented in this solution achieves a mean IOU 
score of 97.77%.  
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